The Austrian Centre for Digital Humanities, a research department of the Austrian Academy of Sciences (Austria’s leading non-university basic research facility), is seeking a

**Digital Humanist (Data Analyst / Web Developer) (f/m)**

*(Fulltime, 40 hours/week)*

You will join an internationally networked team, pursuing research on the border between information and communication technology and humanities studies. Your research will be focused on the development of digital humanities and digital editions of various kinds involving the application of innovative methods and the use of new media. Your responsibilities will comprise the development and application of solutions for DH services, the design and management of online applications with a focus on innovative user interface design as well as the computer-based analysis of digital text. The research areas you will work on are part of the institute’s research agenda and have to be documented by academic publications.

We expect a thorough knowledge in the areas of

- XML-technologies (XSLT, XPath, XQuery),
- Semantic Web technologies (RDF, SKOS, LOD),
- Web Design, Interaction and Visual Design (HTML5, CSS),

A good familiarity with

- scripting languages (Perl, Python, PHP),
- Linux systems, shell scripting,
- server technologies

Applicants should have a background in humanities studies and a documented interest in disciplines such as for instance digital text studies, digital arts and media, digital history, digital philosophy, computer and corpus linguistics, and/or experience with digital research in literature, the arts, graphic design, web technology, music, theatre, film or media studies are regarded as favourable assets.

We are looking forward to expressions of interest from researchers who are thoroughly familiar with the digital humanities paradigm.

The employment will start on 1 May 2014 and run initially until 31 December 2014. The contract can be extended. In accordance with the collective agreement for employees of the Austrian Academy of Sciences, the initial monthly gross salary is € 2.537,00.

*(Fulltime)*

Please send your application (including CV and statement of motivation) by email to icltt@oeaw.ac.at ICLTT - Institut for Corpus Linguistics and Text Technology - Austrian Centre for Digital Humanities, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Sonnenfelsgasse 19/8, 1010 Vienna. The application deadline is Monday, 31 March 2014.